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7s start SP- 

SPACERS ACEPRSS SPACER, one that spaces (to set some distance apart) [n] 

SPACIAL AACILPS spatial (of or pertaining to space) [adj] 

SPACIER ACEIPRS SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY, spacey (weird in behavior) [adj] 

SPACING ACGINPS distance between any two objects [n -S] / SPACE, to set some distance apart [v] 

SPACKLE ACEKLPS to fill cracks or holes in surface with paste [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPADERS ADEPRSS SPADER, one that spades (to take up with spade (digging implement)) [n] 

SPADING ADGINPS SPADE, to take up with spade (digging implement) [v] 

SPAEING AEGINPS act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n -S] / SPAE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

SPAHEES AEEHPSS SPAHEE, spahi (Turkish cavalryman) [n] 

SPALLED ADELLPS SPALL, to break up into fragments [v] 

SPALLER AELLPRS one that spalls (to break up into fragments) [n -S] 

SPALTED ADELPST denoting wood having irregular lines resulting from fungal decay [adj] 

SPAMBOT ABMOPST computer program that sends out unsolicited e-mail [n -S] 

SPAMMED ADEMMPS SPAM, to send unsolicited e-mail to large number of addresses [v] 

SPAMMER AEMMPRS one that spams (to send unsolicited e-mail to large number of addresses) [n -S] 

SPANCEL ACELNPS to bind or fetter with rope [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING -S] 

SPANDEX ADENPSX synthetic elastic fiber [n -ES] 

SPANGLE AEGLNPS to adorn with spangles (bits of sparkling metal) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPANGLY AGLNPSY covered with spangles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPANIEL AEILNPS dog with silky hair [n -S] 

SPANKED ADEKNPS SPANK, to slap on buttocks [v] 

SPANKER AEKNPRS one that spanks (to slap on buttocks) [n -S] 

SPANNED ADENNPS SPAN, to extend over or across [v] 

SPANNER AENNPRS one that spans (to extend over or across) [n -S] 

SPARELY AELPRSY SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adv] 

SPARERS AEPRRSS SPARER, one that spares (to refrain from punishing, harming, or destroying) [n] 

SPAREST AEPRSST SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SPARGED ADEGPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPARGER AEGPRRS one that sparges (to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on)) [n -S] 

SPARGES AEGPRSS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPARIDS ADIPRSS SPARID, any of family of marine fishes [n] 

SPARING AGINPRS SPARE, to refrain from punishing, harming, or destroying [v] 

SPARKED ADEKPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKER AEKPRRS something that sparks (to give off sparks (small fiery particles)) [n -S] 

SPARKLE AEKLPRS to give off or reflect flashes of light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARKLY AKLPRSY tending to sparkle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPAROID ADIOPRS sparid (any of family of marine fishes) [n -S] 

SPARRED ADEPRRS SPAR, to provide with spars (stout poles used to support rigging) [v] 

SPARROW AOPRRSW small bird [n -S] 

SPARSER AEPRRSS SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

SPARTAN AANPRST avoiding luxury and comfort [adj] 

SPASMED ADEMPSS SPASM, to undergo involuntary muscular contraction [v] 

SPASTIC ACIPSST one suffering from paralysis with muscle spasms [n -S] 

SPATHAL AAHLPST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

SPATHED ADEHPST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

SPATHES AEHPSST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [n] 
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SPATHIC ACHIPST sparry (resembling spar (lustrous mineral)) [adj] 

SPATIAL AAILPST of or pertaining to space [adj] 

SPATTED ADEPSTT SPAT, to strike lightly [v] 

SPATTER AEPRSTT to scatter in drops [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPATULA AALPSTU mixing implement [n -S] 

SPATZLE AELPSTZ spaetzle (tiny dumpling) [n -S] 

SPAVIES AEIPSSV SPAVIE, spavin (disease of horses) [n] 

SPAVIET AEIPSTV SPAVIE, spavin (disease of horses) [adj] 

SPAVINS AINPSSV SPAVIN, disease of horses [n] 

SPAWNED ADENPSW SPAWN, to deposit eggs [v] 

SPAWNER AENPRSW one that spawns (to deposit eggs) [n -S] 

SPAYING AGINPSY SPAY, to remove ovaries of [v] 

SPEAKER AEEKPRS one that speaks (to utter words) [n -S] 

SPEANED ADEENPS SPEAN, to wean (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [v] 

SPEARED ADEEPRS SPEAR, to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon) [v] 

SPEARER AEEPRRS one that spears (to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon)) [n -S] 

SPECCED CCDEEPS SPEC, to write specifications for [v] 

SPECIAL ACEILPS of distinct kind or character [adj -ER, -EST] / special person or thing [n -S] 

SPECIES CEEIPSS SPECIE, coined money [n] 

SPECIFY CEFIPSY to state in detail [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SPECKED CDEEKPS SPECK, to mark with small spots [v] 

SPECKLE CEEKLPS to speck (to mark with small spots) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPECTED CDEEPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate) [v] 

SPECTER CEEPRST visible disembodied spirit [n -S] 

SPECTRE CEEPRST specter (visible disembodied spirit) [n -S] 

SPEEDED DDEEEPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEEDER DEEEPRS one that speeds (to move swiftly) [n -S] 

SPEEDOS DEEOPSS SPEEDO, speedometer [n] 

SPEEDUP DEEPPSU acceleration of production without increase in pay [n -S] 

SPEELED DEEELPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v] 

SPEERED DEEEPRS SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

SPEILED DEEILPS SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

SPEIRED DEEIPRS SPEIR, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

SPEISES EEIPSSS SPEISE, speiss (metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores) [n] 

SPELEAN AEELNPS living in caves [adj] 

SPELLED DEELLPS SPELL, to name or write letters of in order [v] 

SPELLER EELLPRS one that spells words [n -S] 

SPELTER EELPRST zinc in form of ingots [n -S] 

SPELUNK EKLNPSU to explore caves [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPENCER CEENPRS trysail (type of sail) [n -S] 

SPENCES CEENPSS SPENCE, pantry (closet or room for storing kitchen utensils) [n] 

SPENDER DEENPRS one that spends (to pay out) [n -S] 

SPENSES EENPSSS SPENSE, spence (pantry (closet or room for storing kitchen utensils)) [n] 

SPERMIC CEIMPRS SPERM, male gamete [adj] 

SPEWERS EEPRSSW SPEWER, one that spews (to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth)) [n] 

SPEWING EGINPSW SPEW, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

SPHENES EEHNPSS SPHENE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 
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SPHENIC CEHINPS shaped like wedge [adj] 

SPHERAL AEHLPRS of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere [adj] 

SPHERED DEEHPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPHERES EEHPRSS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPHERIC CEHIPRS spheral (of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere) [adj] 

SPICATE ACEIPST SPICA, ear of grain [adj] 

SPICERS CEIPRSS SPICER, one that spices (to season with spice (aromatic vegetable substance)) [n] 

SPICERY CEIPRSY spicy quality [n -RIES] 

SPICIER CEIIPRS SPICEY, spicy (containing spices) [adj] / SPICY [adj] 

SPICILY CIILPSY in spicy (containing spices) manner [adv] 

SPICING CGIINPS SPICE, to season with spice (aromatic vegetable substance) [v] 

SPICULE CEILPSU needlelike structure [n -S] 

SPIDERS DEIPRSS SPIDER, to move in scuttling manner [v] 

SPIDERY DEIPRSY resembling spider (type of arachnid) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SPIEGEL EEGILPS type of cast iron [n -S] 

SPIELED DEEILPS SPIEL, to talk at length [v] 

SPIELER EEILPRS one that spiels (to talk at length) [n -S] 

SPIERED DEEIPRS SPIER, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

SPIFFED DEFFIPS SPIFF, to make spiffy [v] 

SPIGOTS GIOPSST SPIGOT, faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n] 

SPIKERS EIKPRSS SPIKER, one that spikes (to fasten with spike (long, thick nail)) [n] 

SPIKIER EIIKPRS SPIKEY, spiky (resembling spike) [adj] / SPIKY, resembling spike [adj] 

SPIKILY IIKLPSY SPIKY, resembling spike [adv] 

SPIKING GIIKNPS SPIKE, to fasten with spike (long, thick nail) [v] 

SPILING GIILNPS piling (structure of building supports) [n -S] / SPILE, to stop up with wooden plug [v] 

SPILITE EIILPST form of basalt [n -S] 

SPILLED DEILLPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPILLER EILLPRS one that spills (to cause to run out of container) [n -S] 

SPILTHS HILPSST SPILTH, spillage (something that is spilled) [n] 

SPINACH ACHINPS cultivated herb [n -ES] 

SPINAGE AEGINPS spinach (cultivated herb) [n -S] 

SPINALS AILNPSS SPINAL, injection of anesthetic into spinal cord [n] 

SPINATE AEINPST bearing thorns [adj] 

SPINDLE DEILNPS to impale on slender rod [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPINDLY DILNPSY long and slender [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPINELS EILNPSS SPINEL, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SPINETS EINPSST SPINET, small piano [n] 

SPINIER EIINPRS SPINY, bearing or covered with thorns [adj] 

SPINNER EINNPRS one that spins (to draw out and twist into threads) [n -S] 

SPINNEY EINNPSY thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n -S] 

SPINOFF FFINOPS new application or incidental result [n -S] 

SPINORS INOPRSS SPINOR, type of mathematical vector [n] 

SPINOSE EINOPSS spiny (bearing or covered with thorns) [adj] 

SPINOUS INOPSSU spiny (bearing or covered with thorns) [adj] 

SPINOUT INOPSTU rotational skid by automobile [n -S] 

SPINTOS INOPSST SPINTO, singing voice that is lyric and dramatic [n] 

SPINULA AILNPSU spinule (small thorn) [n -E] 
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SPINULE EILNPSU small thorn [n -S] 

SPIRAEA AAEIPRS spirea (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

SPIRALS AILPRSS SPIRAL, to move like spiral (type of plane curve) [v] 

SPIRANT AINPRST speech sound produced by forcing of breath through narrow passage [n -S] 

SPIREAS AEIPRSS SPIREA, flowering shrub [n] 

SPIREME EEIMPRS filament forming part of cell nucleus during mitosis [n -S] 

SPIREMS EIMPRSS SPIREM, spireme (filament forming part of cell nucleus during mitosis) [n] 

SPIRIER EIIPRRS SPIRY, tall, slender, and tapering [adj] 

SPIRING GIINPRS SPIRE, to rise in tapering manner [v] 

SPIRITS IIPRSST SPIRIT, to carry off secretly [v] 

SPIROID DIIOPRS resembling spiral [adj] 

SPIRTED DEIPRST SPIRT, to spurt (to gush forth) [v] 

SPIRULA AILPRSU spiral-shelled mollusk [n -E, -S] 

SPITALS AILPSST SPITAL, hospital (medical institution) [n] 

SPITING GIINPST SPITE, to treat with malice [v] 

SPITTED DEIPSTT SPIT, to impale on spit (pointed rod on which meat is turned) [v] 

SPITTER EIPRSTT spitball [n -S] 

SPITTLE EILPSTT saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [n -S] 

SPITTLY ILPSTTY SPITTLE, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [adj] 

SPITZES EIPSSTZ SPITZ, dog having heavy coat [n] 

SPLAKES AEKLPSS SPLAKE, freshwater fish [n] 

SPLASHY AHLPSSY showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SPLAYED ADELPSY SPLAY, to spread out [v] 

SPLEENS EELNPSS SPLEEN, ductless organ of body [n] 

SPLEENY EELNPSY peevish (irritable) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SPLENIC CEILNPS pertaining to spleen (ductless organ of body) [adj] 

SPLENTS ELNPSST SPLENT, splint [n] 

SPLICED CDEILPS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

SPLICER CEILPRS one that splices (to join at ends) [n -S] 

SPLICES CEILPSS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

SPLIFFS FFILPSS SPLIFF, marijuana cigarette [n] 

SPLINED DEILNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPLINES EILNPSS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPLINTS ILNPSST SPLINT, to brace with splint (thin piece of wood) [v] 

SPLODGE DEGLOPS to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SPLODGY DGLOPSY splotchy (splotched) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPLORES ELOPRSS SPLORE, carousal (boisterous drinking party) [n] 

SPLOTCH CHLOPST to mark with large, irregular spots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLURGE EGLPRSU to spend money lavishly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SPLURGY GLPRSUY tending to splurge [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPLURTS LPRSSTU SPLURT, to gush forth in stream or jet [v] 

SPOILED DEILOPS SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v] 

SPOILER EILOPRS one that spoils (to impair value or quality of) [n -S] 

SPOKING GIKNOPS SPOKE, SPEAK, to utter words [v] 

SPONDEE DEENOPS type of metrical foot [n -S] 

SPONGED DEGNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONGER EGNOPRS one that sponges (to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material)) [n -S] 
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SPONGES EGNOPSS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONGIN GINNOPS fibrous material [n -S] 

SPONSAL ALNOPSS pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

SPONSON NNOOPSS projection from side of ship [n -S] 

SPONSOR NOOPRSS to make oneself responsible for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPOOFED DEFOOPS SPOOF, to ridicule in fun [v] 

SPOOFER EFOOPRS one that spoofs (to ridicule in fun) [n -S] 

SPOOKED DEKOOPS SPOOK, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

SPOOLED DELOOPS SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder [v] 

SPOOLER ELOOPRS one that spools (to wind on small cylinder) [n -S] 

SPOONED DENOOPS SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

SPOONER ENOOPRS one that behaves in amorous way [n -S] 

SPOONEY ENOOPSY spoony (overly sentimental) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] / spoony [n -S] 

SPOORED DEOOPRS SPOOR, to track animal [v] 

SPOORER EOOPRRS one that spoors (to track animal) [n -S] 

SPORING GINOPRS SPORE, to produce spores (asexual, usually single-celled reproductive bodies) [v] 

SPOROID DIOOPRS resembling spore [adj] 

SPORRAN ANOPRRS large purse worn by Scottish Highlanders [n -S] 

SPORTED DEOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SPORTER EOPRRST one that sports (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 

SPORTIF FIOPRST person who is active or interested in physical competitions [n -S] 

SPORULE ELOPRSU small spore [n -S] 

SPOTLIT ILOPSTT SPOTLIGHT, to light with or as if with spotlight (projected spot of light used to illuminate brilliantly person, object, or group on stage) [v] 

SPOTTED DEOPSTT SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations) [v] 

SPOTTER EOPRSTT one that spots (to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)) [n -S] 

SPOUSAL ALOPSSU marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n -S] 

SPOUSED DEOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SPOUSES EOPSSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SPOUTED DEOPSTU SPOUT, to eject in rapid stream [v] 

SPOUTER EOPRSTU one that spouts (to eject in rapid stream) [n -S] 

SPRAINS AINPRSS SPRAIN, to weaken by sudden and violent twisting or wrenching [v] 

SPRANGS AGNPRSS SPRANG, weaving technique to form openwork mesh [n] 

SPRAWLS ALPRSSW SPRAWL, to stretch out ungracefully [v] 

SPRAWLY ALPRSWY tending to sprawl [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPRAYED ADEPRSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles [v] 

SPRAYER AEPRRSY one that sprays (to disperse in fine particles) [n -S] 

SPREADS ADEPRSS SPREAD, to open or expand over larger area [v] 

SPRIEST EIPRSST SPRY, nimble (agile (able to move quickly and easily)) [adj] 

SPRIGGY GGIPRSY having small branches [adj -GGIER, -GGIEST] 

SPRIGHT GHIPRST sprite (elf or fairy) [n -S] 

SPRINGE EGINPRS to catch with type of snare [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SPRINGS GINPRSS SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly [v] 

SPRINGY GINPRSY resilient [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SPRINTS INPRSST SPRINT, to run at top speed [v] 

SPRITES EIPRSST SPRITE, elf or fairy [n] 

SPRITZY IPRSTYZ emitting spray [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SPROUTS OPRSSTU SPROUT, to begin to grow [v] 
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SPRUCED CDEPRSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPRUCES CEPRSSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SPRYEST EPRSSTY SPRY, nimble (agile (able to move quickly and easily)) [adj] 

SPUDDED DDDEPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v] 

SPUDDER DDEPRSU tool for removing bark from trees [n -S] 

SPUDGEL DEGLPSU bucket attached to long pole [n -S] 

SPUMIER EIMPRSU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SPUMING GIMNPSU SPUME, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

SPUMONE EMNOPSU Italian ice cream [n -S] 

SPUMONI IMNOPSU spumone (Italian ice cream) [n -S] 

SPUMOUS MOPSSUU spumy (foamy (covered with foam)) [adj] 

SPUNKED DEKNPSU SPUNK, to begin to burn [v] 

SPUNKIE EIKNPSU light caused by combustion of marsh gas [n -S] 

SPURGES EGPRSSU SPURGE, tropical plant [n] 

SPURNED DENPRSU SPURN, to reject with contempt [v] 

SPURNER ENPRRSU one that spurns (to reject with contempt) [n -S] 

SPURRED DEPRRSU SPUR, to urge on with spur (horseman's goad) [v] 

SPURRER EPRRRSU one that spurs (to urge on with spur (horseman's goad)) [n -S] 

SPURREY EPRRSUY spurry (European weed) [n -S] 

SPURTED DEPRSTU SPURT, to gush forth [v] 

SPURTER EPRRSTU one that spurts (to gush forth) [n -S] 

SPURTLE ELPRSTU stick for stirring porridge [n -S] 

SPUTNIK IKNPSTU Soviet artificial earth satellite [n -S] 

SPUTTER EPRSTTU to eject particles in short bursts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPUTUMS MPSSTUU SPUTUM, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [n]  

SPYWARE AEPRSWY computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n -S] 

 

7s contain -SP- 

ARUSPEX AEPRSUX haruspex (soothsayer of ancient Rome) [n -S] 

ASPECTS ACEPSST ASPECT, appearance of something to eye or mind [n] 

ASPERSE AEEPRSS to spread false charges against [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ASPHALT AAHLPST to coat with asphalt (substance used for paving and roofing) [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

ASPHYXY AHPSXYY asphyxia (unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen) [n -XIES] 

ASPIRED ADEIPRS ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 

ASPIRER AEIPRRS aspirant (one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition)) [n -S] 

ASPIRES AEIPRSS ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 

ASPIRIN AIINPRS pain reliever [n -S] 

ASPISES AEIPSSS ASPIS, aspic (asp (venomous snake)) [n] 

ASPRAWL AALPRSW sprawling [adj] 

AUSPICE ACEIPSU favorable omen [n -S] 

BESPEAK ABEEKPS to claim in advance [v -PAKE, -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

CATSPAW AACPSTW light wind [n -S] 

CESSPIT CEIPSST cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

CLASPED ACDELPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

CLASPER ACELPRS one that clasps (to embrace tightly) [n -S] 

CRISPED CDEIPRS CRISP, to make crisp [v] 
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CRISPEN CEINPRS to make crisp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRISPER CEIPRRS CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] / one that crisps (to make crisp) [n -S] 

CRISPLY CILPRSY in crisp (brittle (likely to break)) manner [adv] 

CUSPATE ACEPSTU CUSP, pointed end [adj] 

CUSPIDS CDIPSSU CUSPID, pointed tooth [n] 

DESPAIR ADEIPRS to lose all hope [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

DESPISE DEEIPSS to loathe (to detest greatly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DESPITE DEEIPST to treat with contempt [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESPOIL DEILOPS to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESPOND DDENOPS to lose spirit or hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESPOTS DEOPSST DESPOT, tyrant (absolute ruler) [n] 

DISPART ADIPRST to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -S] 

DISPELS DEILPSS DISPEL, to drive off in various directions [v] 

DISPEND DDEINPS to squander (to spend wastefully) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPLAY ADILPSY to make evident or obvious [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPORT DIOPRST to amuse oneself [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPOSE DEIOPSS to put in place [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISPUTE DEIPSTU to argue about [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DYSPNEA ADENPSY labored breathing [n -S] 

ESPANOL AELNOPS native of Spain [n -ES] 

ESPARTO AEOPRST perennial grass [n -S] 

ESPIALS AEILPSS ESPIAL, act of espying (to catch sight of) [n] 

ESPOIRS EIOPRSS ESPOIR, category of wrestlers [n] 

ESPOUSE EEOPSSU to marry (to enter into marriage) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ESPRITS EIPRSST ESPRIT, spirit [n] 

ESPYING EGINPSY ESPY, to catch sight of [v] 

EYESPOT EEOPSTY simple visual organ of lower animals [n -S] 

FELSPAR AEFLPRS feldspar (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

FUSSPOT FOPSSTU fusser (one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details)) [n -S] 

GASPERS AEGPRSS GASPER, cigarette [n] 

GASPING AGGINPS GASP, to breathe convulsively [v] 

GOSPELS EGLOPSS GOSPEL, message concerning Christ, kingdom of God, and salvation [n] 

GOSPORT GOOPRST communication device in airplane [n -S] 

GRASPED ADEGPRS GRASP, to seize firmly with hand [v] 

GRASPER AEGPRRS one that grasps (to seize firmly with hand) [n -S] 

HASPING AGHINPS HASP, to fasten with clasp [v] 

HOSPICE CEHIOPS shelter [n -S] 

HOTSPOT HOOPSTT area known for violence or unrest [n -S] 

HOTSPUR HOPRSTU hothead (quick-tempered person) [n -S] 

INSPANS AINNPSS INSPAN, to harness or yoke to vehicle [v] 

INSPECT CEINPST to look carefully at or over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSPIRE EIINPRS to animate mind or emotions of [v -D, -RING, -S]  

ISOSPIN IINOPSS type of quantum number [n -S] 

JASPERS AEJPRSS JASPER, variety of quartz [n] 

JASPERY AEJPRSY JASPER, variety of quartz [adj] 

LISPERS EILPRSS LISPER, one that lisps (to pronounce letters s and z imperfectly) [n] 

LISPING GIILNPS act of lisping [n -S] / LISP, to pronounce letters s and z imperfectly [v] 
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MISPAGE AEGIMPS to page (to summon by calling out name of) incorrectly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISPART AIMPRST to part badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPENS EIMNPSS MISPEN, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) incorrectly [v] 

MISPLAN AILMNPS to plan badly [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

MISPLAY AILMPSY to make bad play in game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUSPIKE EIKMPSU freshwater fish [n -S] 

OOSPERM EMOOPRS fertilized egg [n -S] 

OOSPORE EOOOPRS fertilized egg within oogonium [n -S] 

OSPREYS EOPRSSY OSPREY, American hawk [n] 

OUTSPAN ANOPSTU to unharness draft animal [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

PERSPEX EEPPRSX trademark [n -ES] 

PINSPOT INOPPST to illuminate with tight spotlight [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PROSPER EOPPRRS to be successful or fortunate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RASPERS AEPRRSS RASPER, one that rasps (to rub with something rough) [n] 

RASPIER AEIPRRS RASPY, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

RASPING AGINPRS tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n -S] / RASP, to rub with something rough [v] 

RASPISH AHIPRSS irritable [adj] 

RESPACE ACEEPRS to space again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESPADE ADEEPRS to spade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RESPEAK AEEKPRS to speak again [v -POKE, -N, -ING, -S] 

RESPECT CEEPRST to have high regard for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPELL EELLPRS to spell again [v -ED, -ELT, -ING, -S] 

RESPIRE EEIPRRS to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESPITE EEIPRST to relieve temporarily [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESPLIT EILPRST to split again [v RESPLIT, -TTING, -S] 

RESPOKE EEKOPRS RESPEAK, to speak again [v] 

RESPOND DENOPRS to say or act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOOL ELOOPRS to spool again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPOTS EOPRSST RESPOT, to spot again [v] 

RESPRAY AEPRRSY to spray again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUNSPOT NOPSSTU dark spot on surface of sun [n -S] 

SUSPECT CEPSSTU to think guilty on slight evidence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUSPEND DENPSSU to cause to stop for period [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUSPIRE EIPRSSU to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TOPSPIN INOPPST forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

TOSSPOT OOPSSTT drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n -S] 

UNHASPS AHNPSSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNSPEAK AEKNPSU to unsay (to retract something said) [v –POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

UNSPENT ENNPSTU not spent (to pay out) [adj] 

UNSPILT ILNPSTU not spilt (to cause to run out of container) [adj] 

UNSPLIT ILNPSTU not split (to separate lengthwise) [adj] 

UNSPOOL LNOOPSU to unwind from small cylinder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VESPERS EEPRSSV VESPER, evening service, prayer, or song [n] 

VESPIDS DEIPSSV VESPID, wasp (stinging insect) [n] 

VESPINE EEINPSV pertaining to wasps (stinging insect) [adj] 

WASPIER AEIPRSW WASPY, resembling wasp (stinging insect) [adj] 

WASPILY AILPSWY WASPY, resembling wasp (stinging insect) [adv] 
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WASPISH AHIPSSW WASP, stinging insect [adj]  

WHISPER EHIPRSW to speak softly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WISPIER EIIPRSW WISPY, resembling wisp [adj] 

WISPILY IILPSWY in wispy (resembling wisp) manner [adv] 

WISPING GIINPSW WISP, to twist into wisp (small bunch or bundle) [v] 

WISPISH HIIPSSW wispy (resembling wisp) [adj] 

 

7s end -SP 

BECLASP ABCELPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCLASP ACILNPS to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLASP ACELPRS to clasp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLASP ACLNPSU to free from clasp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start SP- 

SPACELAB AABCELPS spacecraft equipped with laboratory [n -S] 

SPACEMAN AACEMNPS astronaut (person trained to travel in spacecraft) [n -MEN] 

SPACIEST ACEIPSST SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY, spacey (weird in behavior) [adj] 

SPACIOUS ACIOPSSU vast or ample in extent [adj] 

SPADEFUL ADEFLPSU as much as spade can hold [n -S] 

SPADICES ACDEIPSS SPADIX, flower cluster [n] 

SPADILLE ADEILLPS highest trump in certain card games [n -S] 

SPADIXES ADEIPSSX SPADIX, flower cluster [n] 

SPADONES ADENOPSS SPADO, castrated man or animal [n] 

SPAETZLE AEELPSTZ tiny dumpling [n -S] 

SPAGYRIC ACGIPRSY person skilled in alchemy [n -S] 

SPALDEEN ADEELNPS small hollow rubber ball [n -S] 

SPALLING AGILLNPS chip of stone or ore [n -S] / SPALL, to break up into fragments [v] 

SPALPEEN AEELNPPS rascal (unscrupulous or dishonest person) [n -S] 

SPAMMING AGIMMNPS practice of sending out unsolicited email [n -S] / SPAM, to send unsolicited e-mail to large number of addresses [v] 

SPANDREL ADELNPRS space between two adjoining arches [n -S] 

SPANDRIL ADILNPRS spandrel (space between two adjoining arches) [n -S] 

SPANKING AGIKNNPS act of one that spanks [n -S] / SPANK, to slap on buttocks [v] 

SPANLESS AELNPSSS having no extent [adj] 

SPANNING AGINNNPS SPAN, to extend over or across [v] 

SPANSULE AELNPSSU trademark [n -S] 

SPANWORM AMNOPRSW inchworm (type of worm) [n -S] 

SPARABLE AABELPRS type of nail [n -S] 

SPARERIB ABEIPRRS cut of pork [n -S] 

SPARGING AGGINPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPARKIER AEIKPRRS SPARKY, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

SPARKILY AIKLPRSY in lively (full of energy) manner [adv] 

SPARKING AGIKNPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKISH AHIKPRSS jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

SPARKLER AEKLPRRS something that sparkles (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [n -S] 
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SPARKLET AEKLPRST small spark [n -S] 

SPARLIKE AEIKLPRS resembling spar [adj] 

SPARLING AGILNPRS young herring [n -S] 

SPARRIER AEIPRRRS SPARRY, resembling spar (lustrous mineral) [adj] 

SPARRING AGINPRRS SPAR, to provide with spars (stout poles used to support rigging) [v] 

SPARSELY AELPRSSY SPARSE, thinly distributed [adv] 

SPARSEST AEPRSSST SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

SPARSITY AIPRSSTY quality or state of being sparse [n -TIES] 

SPARTINA AAINPRST salt-marsh grass of coastal regions [n -S] 

SPASMING AGIMNPSS SPASM, to undergo involuntary muscular contraction [v] 

SPATHOSE AEHOPSST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

SPATTING AGINPSTT SPAT, to strike lightly [v] 

SPATULAR AALPRSTU SPATULA, mixing implement [adj] 

SPAVINED ADEINPSV SPAVIN, disease of horses [adj] 

SPAWNING AGINNPSW SPAWN, to deposit eggs [v] 

SPEAKING AEGIKNPS speech or discourse [n -S] / SPEAK, to utter words [v] 

SPEANING AEGINNPS SPEAN, to wean (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [v] 

SPEARGUN AEGNPRSU gun that shoots spear [n -S] 

SPEARING AEGINPRS act of piercing with spear [n -S] / SPEAR, to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon) [v] 

SPEARMAN AAEMNPRS person armed with spear [n -MEN] 

SPECCING CCEGINPS SPEC, to write specifications for [v] 

SPECIATE ACEEIPST to undergo type of evolutionary process [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPECIFIC CCEFIIPS remedy intended for particular disease [n -S] 

SPECIMEN CEEIMNPS part or individual representative of group or whole [n -S] 

SPECIOUS CEIOPSSU having false look of truth or authenticity [adj] 

SPECKIER CEEIKPRS SPECKY, marked with small spots [adj] 

SPECKING CEGIKNPS SPECK, to mark with small spots [v] 

SPECTATE ACEEPSTT to attend and view [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPECTING CEGINPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate) [v] 

SPECTRAL ACELPRST resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit) [adj] 

SPECTRUM CEMPRSTU array of components of light wave [n -RA, -S] 

SPECULAR ACELPRSU SPECULUM, medical instrument [adj] 

SPECULUM CELMPSUU medical instrument [n -LA, -S] 

SPEECHES CEEEHPSS SPEECH, faculty or act of speaking [n] 

SPEEDIER DEEEIPRS SPEEDY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

SPEEDILY DEEILPSY in speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) manner [adv] 

SPEEDING DEEGINPS act of driving faster than law allows [n -S] / SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEEDWAY ADEEPSWY road designed for rapid travel [n -S] 

SPEELING EEGILNPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v] 

SPEERING EEGINPRS inquiry (question) [n -S] / SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

SPEILING EGIILNPS SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

SPEIRING EGIINPRS SPEIR, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

SPEISSES EEIPSSSS SPEISS, metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores [n] 

SPELAEAN AAEELNPS spelean (living in caves) [adj] 

SPELLING EGILLNPS sequence of letters composing word [n -S] / SPELL, to name or write letters of in order [v] 

SPELTZES EELPSSTZ SPELTZ, spelt (variety of wheat) [n] 

SPENDIER DEEINPRS SPENDY, expensive [adj] 
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SPENDING DEGINNPS SPEND, to pay out [v] 

SPERMARY AEMPRRSY organ in which sperms are formed [n -RIES] 

SPERMINE EEIMNPRS chemical compound [n -S] 

SPERMOUS EMOPRSSU resembling or made up of sperms [adj] 

SPHAGNUM AGHMNPSU grayish moss [n -S] 

SPHENOID DEHINOPS bone of skull [n -S] 

SPHERICS CEHIPRSS geometry of figures on surface of sphere [n SPHERICS] 

SPHERIER EEHIPRRS SPHERY, resembling sphere [adj] 

SPHERING EGHINPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPHEROID DEHIOPRS type of geometric solid [n -S] 

SPHERULE EEHLPRSU small sphere [n -S] 

SPHINGES EGHINPSS SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHINGID DGHIINPS hawkmoth (large moth) [n -S] 

SPHINXES EHINPSSX SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHYGMIC CGHIMPSY SPHYGMUS, pulse [adj] 

SPHYGMUS GHMPSSUY pulse [n -ES] 

SPHYNXES EHNPSSXY SPHYNX, cat of breed of hairless cats [n] 

SPICATED ACDEIPST SPICA, ear of grain [adj] 

SPICCATO ACCIOPST method of playing stringed instrument [n -S] 

SPICIEST CEIIPSST SPICEY, spicy (containing spices) [adj] / SPICY [adj] 

SPICULAR ACILPRSU SPICULA, SPICULUM, spicule (needlelike structure) [adj] 

SPICULUM CILMPSUU spicule (needlelike structure) [n -LA] 

SPIDERED DDEEIPRS SPIDER, to move in scuttling manner [v] 

SPIELING EGIILNPS SPIEL, to talk at length [v] 

SPIERING EGIINPRS SPIER, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

SPIFFIED DEFFIIPS SPIFFY, to make stylish [v] 

SPIFFIER EFFIIPRS SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SPIFFIES EFFIIPSS SPIFFY, to make stylish [v] 

SPIFFILY FFIILPSY SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

SPIFFING FFGIINPS spiffy (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / SPIFF, to make spiffy [v] 

SPIKELET EEIKLPST type of flower cluster [n -S] 

SPIKIEST EIIKPSST SPIKEY, spiky (resembling spike) [adj] / SPIKY [adj] 

SPILIKIN IIIKLNPS strip of wood used in game [n -S] 

SPILITIC CIIILPST SPILITE, form of basalt [adj] 

SPILLAGE AEGILLPS something that is spilled [n -S] 

SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPILLWAY AILLPSWY channel for surplus water in reservoir [n -S] 

SPINACHY ACHINPSY SPINACH, cultivated herb [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SPINALLY AILLNPSY with respect to spine [adv] 

SPINDLER DEILNPRS one that spindles (to impale on slender rod) [n -S] 

SPINELLE EEILLNPS spinel (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

SPINIEST EIINPSST SPINY, bearing or covered with thorns [adj] 

SPINIFEX EFIINPSX Australian grass [n -ES] 

SPINLESS EILNPSSS having no rotation [adj] 

SPINNERS EINNPRSS SPINNER, one that spins (to draw out and twist into threads) [n] 

SPINNERY EINNPRSY spinning mill [n -RIES] 

SPINNIER EIINNPRS SPINNY, crazy, foolish [adj] 
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SPINNIES EIINNPSS SPINNY, spinney (thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees)) [n] 

SPINNING GIINNNPS act of one that spins [n -S] / SPIN, to draw out and twist into threads [v] 

SPINSTER EINPRSST unmarried woman who is past usual age for marrying [n -S] 

SPIRACLE ACEILPRS orifice through which breathing occurs [n -S] 

SPIRALED ADEILPRS SPIRAL, to move like spiral (type of plane curve) [v] 

SPIRALLY AILLPRSY in spiral manner [adv] 

SPIRIEST EIIPRSST SPIRY, tall, slender, and tapering [adj] 

SPIRILLA AIILLPRS spirally twisted, aerobic bacteria [n SPIRILLA] 

SPIRITED DEIIPRST SPIRIT, to carry off secretly [v] 

SPIRITUS IIPRSSTU spirit [n SPIRITUS] 

SPIRTING GIINPRST SPIRT, to spurt (to gush forth) [v] 

SPITBALL ABILLPST to propose idea for discussion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPITEFUL EFILPSTU malicious [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

SPITFIRE EFIIPRST quick-tempered person [n -S] 

SPITTIER EIIPRSTT SPITTY, marked with saliva [adj] 

SPITTING GIINPSTT SPIT, to impale on spit (pointed rod on which meat is turned) [v] 

SPITTOON INOOPSTT receptacle for saliva [n -S] 

SPIVVIER EIIPRSVV SPIVVY, resembling spiv in dress or conduct [adj] 

SPIVVISH HIIPSSVV SPIV, unscrupulous petty criminal [adj] 

SPLASHED ADEHLPSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLASHER AEHLPRSS one that splashes (to scatter liquid about) [n -S] 

SPLASHES AEHLPSSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLATTED ADELPSTT SPLAT, to flatten on impact [v] 

SPLATTER AELPRSTT to spatter (to scatter in drops) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLAYING AGILNPSY SPLAY, to spread out [v] 

SPLENDID DDEILNPS magnificent [adj -ER, -EST] 

SPLENDOR DELNOPRS magnificence [n -S] 

SPLENIAL AEILLNPS pertaining to splenius (muscle of neck) [adj] 

SPLENIUM EILMNPSU surgical bandage [n -IA, -S] 

SPLENIUS EILNPSSU muscle of neck [n -II] 

SPLICING CGIILNPS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

SPLINING GIILNNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPLINTED DEILNPST SPLINT, to brace with splint (thin piece of wood) [v] 

SPLINTER EILNPRST to split into sharp, slender pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLITTER EILPRSTT one that splits (to separate lengthwise) [n -S] 

SPLOSHED DEHLOPSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPLOSHES EHLOPSSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPLOTCHY CHLOPSTY splotched [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SPLURGER EGLPRRSU one that splurges (to spend money lavishly) [n -S] 

SPLURTED DELPRSTU SPLURT, to gush forth in stream or jet [v] 

SPLUTTER ELPRSTTU to speak rapidly and confusedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPODOSOL DLOOOPSS acidic forest soil [n -S] 

SPOILAGE AEGILOPS something that is spoiled or wasted [n -S] 

SPOILING GIILNOPS SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v] 

SPOLIATE AEILOPST to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPONDAIC ACDINOPS spondee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

SPONGIER EGINOPRS SPONGY, resembling sponge [adj] 
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SPONGILY GILNOPSY in spongy (resembling sponge) manner [adv] 

SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONSION INNOOPSS act of sponsoring (to make oneself responsible for) [n -S] 

SPONTOON NNOOOPST spear-like weapon [n -S] 

SPOOFERY EFOOPRSY good-natured ridicule [n -RIES] 

SPOOFING FGINOOPS SPOOF, to ridicule in fun [v] 

SPOOKERY EKOOPRSY something spooky [n -RIES] 

SPOOKIER EIKOOPRS SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adj] 

SPOOKILY IKLOOPSY SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adv] 

SPOOKING GIKNOOPS SPOOK, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

SPOOKISH HIKOOPSS spooky (scary (frightening)) [adj] 

SPOOLING GILNOOPS temporary storage of data for later output [n -S] / SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder [v] 

SPOONFUL FLNOOPSU as much as spoon can hold [n -S, -NSFUL] 

SPOONIER EINOOPRS SPOONEY, spoony (overly sentimental) [adj] / SPOONY [adj] 

SPOONIES EINOOPSS SPOONY, spoony person [n] 

SPOONILY ILNOOPSY SPOONY, overly sentimental [adv] 

SPOONING GINNOOPS SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

SPOORING GINOOPRS SPOOR, to track animal [v] 

SPORADIC ACDIOPRS occurring at irregular intervals [adj] 

SPOROZOA AOOOPRSZ parasitic one-celled animals [n SPOROZOA] 

SPORTFUL FLOPRSTU sportive (playful (frolicsome)) [adj] 

SPORTIER EIOPRRST SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

SPORTILY ILOPRSTY SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adv] 

SPORTING GINOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SPORTIVE EIOPRSTV playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

SPORULAR ALOPRRSU SPORULE, small spore [adj] 

SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj] 

SPOTTIER EIOPRSTT SPOTTY, marked with spots [adj] 

SPOTTILY ILOPSTTY SPOTTY, marked with spots [adv] 

SPOTTING GINOPSTT practice of watching for examples of something [n -S] / SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations) [v] 

SPOUSING GINOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SPOUTING GINOPSTU channel for draining off water from roof [n -S] / SPOUT, to eject in rapid stream [v] 

SPRADDLE ADDELPRS to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRAINED ADEINPRS SPRAIN, to weaken by sudden and violent twisting or wrenching [v] 

SPRATTLE AELPRSTT to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRAWLED ADELPRSW SPRAWL, to stretch out ungracefully [v] 

SPRAWLER AELPRRSW one that sprawls (to stretch out ungracefully) [n -S] 

SPRAYING AGINPRSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles [v] 

SPREADER ADEEPRRS one that spreads (to open or expand over larger area) [n -S] 

SPRIGGED DEGGIPRS SPRIG, to fasten with small, thin nails [v] 

SPRIGGER EGGIPRRS one that sprigs (to fasten with small, thin nails) [n -S] 

SPRINGAL AGILNPRS young man [n -S] 

SPRINGER EGINPRRS one that springs (to move upward suddenly and swiftly) [n -S] 

SPRINKLE EIKLNPRS to scatter drops or particles on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRINTED DEINPRST SPRINT, to run at top speed [v] 

SPRINTER EINPRRST one that sprints (to run at top speed) [n -S] 

SPRITELY EILPRSTY full of energy [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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SPRITZED DEIPRSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SPRITZER EIPRRSTZ beverage of white wine and soda water [n -S] 

SPRITZES EIPRSSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SPROCKET CEKOPRST toothlike projection that engages with links of chain [n -S] 

SPROGLET EGLOPRST sprog (small child) [n -S] 

SPROUTED DEOPRSTU SPROUT, to begin to grow [v] 

SPRUCELY CELPRSUY SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adv] 

SPRUCEST CEPRSSTU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPRUCIER CEIPRRSU SPRUCY, spruce (neat and trim in appearance) [adj] 

SPRUCING CGINPRSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SPRYNESS ENPRSSSY quality or state of being spry [n -ES] 

SPUDDING DDGINPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v] 

SPUMANTE AEMNPSTU Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

SPUMIEST EIMPSSTU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SPUNKIER EIKNPRSU SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] 

SPUNKILY IKLNPSUY SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adv] 

SPUNKING GIKNNPSU SPUNK, to begin to burn [v] 

SPURGALL AGLLPRSU to injure with spur [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPURIOUS IOPRSSUU not genuine (authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief)) [adj] 

SPURLESS ELPRSSSU lacking spur [adj] 

SPURNING GINNPRSU SPURN, to reject with contempt [v] 

SPURRIER EIPRRRSU one that makes spurs [n -S] 

SPURRIES EIPRRSSU SPURRY, European weed [n] 

SPURRING GINPRRSU SPUR, to urge on with spur (horseman's goad) [v] 

SPURTING GINPRSTU SPURT, to gush forth [v] 

SPUTTERY EPRSTTUY ejecting in short bursts [adj] 

SPYGLASS AGLPSSSY small telescope [n -ES] 

 

8s contain -SP- 

AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 

AIRSPEED ADEEIPRS speed of aircraft with relation to air [n -S] 

ALLSPICE ACEILLPS tropical tree [n -S] 

ANTISPAM AAIMNPST designed to block spam (unsolicited email) [adj] 

APOSPORY AOOPPRSY type of reproduction without spore formation [n -RIES]  

ASPARKLE AAEKLPRS sparkling [adj] 

ASPERATE AAEEPRST to make uneven [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ASPERGES AEEGPRSS Roman Catholic rite [n ASPERGES] 

ASPERITY AEIPRSTY acrimony (sharpness or bitterness of speech or temper) [n -TIES] 

ASPERSER AEEPRRSS one that asperses (to spread false charges against) [n -S] 

ASPERSOR AEOPRRSS asperser (one that asperses (to spread false charges against)) [n -S] 

ASPHERIC ACEHIPRS varying slightly from exactly spherical shape [adj] 

ASPHODEL ADEHLOPS flowering plant [n -S] 

ASPHYXIA AAHIPSXY unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen [n -S]  

ASPIRANT AAINPRST one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n -S] 

ASPIRATA AAAIPRST type of plosive (sound produced by plosion) [n -E] 

ASPIRATE AAEIPRST to pronounce with initial release of breath [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ASPIRING AGIINPRS ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 
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AUSPICES ACEIPSSU AUSPEX, soothsayer of ancient Rome [n] / AUSPICE, favorable omen [n] 

BACKSPIN ABCIKNPS backward rotation [n -S] 

BESPOUSE BEEOPSSU to marry (to enter into marriage) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BESPREAD ABDEEPRS to spread over [v BESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

BESPRENT BEENPRST sprinkled over [adj] 

BICUSPID BCDIIPSU tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n -S] 

BONSPELL BELLNOPS bonspiel (curling match or tournament) [n -S] 

BONSPIEL BEILNOPS curling match or tournament [n -S] 

BOWSPRIT BIOPRSTW ship's spar [n -S] 

CALCSPAR AACCLPRS calcite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

CARSPIEL ACEILPRS curling match in which curlers compete for car [n -S] 

CESSPOOL CELOOPSS covered well or pit for sewage [n -S] 

CLASPING ACGILNPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

COCKSPUR CCKOPRSU thorny plant [n -S] 

CONSPIRE CEINOPRS to plan secretly with another [v  -D, -RING, -S] 

CRISPATE ACEIPRST curled [adj] 

CRISPEST CEIPRSST CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] 

CRISPIER CEIIPRRS CRISPY, crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj] 

CRISPILY CIILPRSY CRISPY, crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adv] 

CRISPING CGIINPRS CRISP, to make crisp [v] 

CROSSPLY CLOPRSSY having layers of fabric with cords lying crosswise in tire [adj] 

CUSPATED ACDEPSTU CUSP, pointed end [adj] 

CUSPIDAL ACDILPSU having cusp (pointed end) [adj] 

CUSPIDES CDEIPSSU CUSPIS, cusp (pointed end) [n] 

CUSPIDOR CDIOPRSU spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n -S] 

DESPATCH ACDEHPST to dispatch (to send off with speed) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESPISAL ADEILPSS intense dislike [n -S] 

DESPISED DDEEIPSS DESPISE, to loathe (to detest greatly) [v] 

DESPISER DEEIPRSS one that despises (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [n -S] 

DESPOTIC CDEIOPST DESPOT, tyrant (absolute ruler) [adj] 

DIASPORA AADIOPRS migration [n -S] 

DIASPORE ADEIOPRS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DISPATCH ACDHIPST to send off with speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPENSE DEEINPSS to distribute [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISPERSE DEEIPRSS to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISPIRIT DIIIPRST to lower in spirit [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPLACE ACDEILPS to remove from usual or proper place [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DISPLANT ADILNPST to dislodge (to remove from firm position) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISPLODE DDEILOPS to explode (to blow up) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DISPLUME DEILMPSU to deplume (to deprive of feathers) [v -ED, -MING, -S] 

DISPOSAL ADILOPSS act of disposing (to put in place) [n -S] 

DISPOSER DEIOPRSS one that disposes (to put in place) [n -S] 

DISPREAD ADDEIPRS to spread out [v DISPREAD, -ING, -S] 

DISPRIZE DEIIPRSZ to disdain (to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DISPROOF DFIOOPRS act of disproving (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [n -S] 

DISPROVE DEIOPRSV to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

DISPUTER DEIPRSTU one that disputes (to argue about) [n -S] 
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DOWNSPIN DINNOPSW spinning motion [n -S] 

DYSPEPSY DEPPSSYY indigestion [n -SIES] 

DYSPNEAL ADELNPSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [adj] 

DYSPNEIC CDEINPSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [adj] 

DYSPNOEA ADENOPSY dyspnea (labored breathing) [n -S] 

DYSPNOIC CDINOPSY DYSPNOEA, dyspnea (labored breathing) [adj] 

ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ESPALIER AEEILPRS to furnish with trellis [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESPECIAL ACEEILPS special (of distinct kind or character) [adj] 

ESPIEGLE EEEGILPS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

ESPOUSAL AELOPSSU marriage ceremony [n -S] 

ESPOUSER EEOPRSSU one that espouses (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n -S] 

ESPRESSO EEOPRSSS strong coffee [n -S] 

EXOSPORE EEOOPRSX outer coat of spore [n -S] 

FELDSPAR ADEFLPRS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FINESPUN EFINNPSU developed with extreme care [adj] 

FLYSPECK CEFKLPSY to mark with minute spots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORSPENT EFNOPRST worn out [adj] 

GOSPELER EEGLOPRS one that teaches gospel [n -S] 

GOSPELLY EGLLOPSY having characteristics of gospel music [adj] 

GRASPING AGGINPRS GRASP, to seize firmly with hand [v] 

HARUSPEX AEHPRSUX soothsayer of ancient Rome [n -PICES] 

HIGHSPOT GHHIOPST event of major importance [n -S] 

HOMESPUN EHMNOPSU loosely woven fabric [n -S] 

HOSPITAL AHILOPST medical institution [n -S] 

HOSPITIA AHIIOPST places of shelter [n HOSPITIA] 

HOSPODAR ADHOOPRS governor of region under Turkish rule [n -S] 

INSPHERE EEHINPRS to ensphere (to enclose in sphere) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

INSPIRER EIINPRRS one that inspires (to animate mind or emotions of) [n -S] 

INSPIRIT IIINPRST to fill with spirit or life [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ISOSPORY IOOPRSSY condition of producing sexual or asexual spores of but one kind [n -RIES] 

LARKSPUR AKLPRRSU flowering plant [n -S] 

LICKSPIT CIIKLPST fawning person [n -S] 

LIFESPAN AEFILNPS lifetime (period of living existence) [n -S] 

LONGSPUR GLNOPRSU long-clawed finch [n -S] 

MIDSPACE ACDEIMPS middle of space [n -S] 

MISPAINT AIIMNPST to paint wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPARSE AEIMPRSS to parse (to describe and analyze grammatically) incorrectly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MISPATCH ACHIMPST to patch badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPLACE ACEILMPS to put in wrong place [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MISPLANT AILMNPST to plant wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPLEAD ADEILMPS to plead wrongly or falsely [v -ED, -PLED, -ING, -S] 

MISPOINT IIMNOPST to point improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPOISE EIIMOPSS to poise (to hold in state of equilibrium) incorrectly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MISPRICE CEIIMPRS to price (to set value on) incorrectly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MISPRINT IIMNPRST to print (to produce by pressed type on surface) incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPRIZE EIIMPRSZ to despise (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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MISSPACE ACEIMPSS to space (to set some distance apart) incorrectly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MISSPEAK AEIKMPSS to speak (to utter words) incorrectly [v -POKE, POKEN, -ING, -S] 

MISSPELL EILLMPSS to spell (to name or write letters of in order) incorrectly [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

MISSPEND DEIMNPSS to spend wrongly [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

NEWSPEAK AEEKNPSW deliberately ambiguous language [n -S] 

OOSPHERE EEHOOPRS unfertilized egg within oogonium [n -S] 

OOSPORIC CIOOOPRS OOSPORE, fertilized egg within oogonium [adj] 

OUTSPEAK AEKOPSTU to outdo in speaking [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPEED DEEOPSTU to go faster than [v -ED, -PED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPELL ELLOPSTU to surpass in spelling [v -ED, -ELT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPEND DENOPSTU to exceed limits of in spending [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OVERSPIN EINOPRSV forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

PASSPORT AOPPRSST document allowing travel from one country to another [n -S] 

PERSPIRE EEIPPRRS to give off moisture through pores of skin [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PERSPIRY EIPPRRSY PERSPIRE, to give off moisture through pores of skin [adj] 

PHOSPHID DHHIOPPS chemical compound [n -S] 

PHOSPHIN HHINOPPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

PHOSPHOR HHOOPPRS substance that will emit light when exposed to radiation [n -S] 

PINSPOTS INOPPSST PINSPOT, to illuminate with tight spotlight [v] 

PRESPLIT EILPPRST preceding split [adj] 

PROSPECT CEOPPRST to explore for mineral deposits [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RASPIEST AEIPRSST RASPY, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

RESPLICE CEEILPRS to splice again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESPONSA AENOPRSS written rabbinic decisions [n RESPONSA] 

RESPONSE EENOPRSS reply or reaction [n -S] 

RESPREAD ADEEPRRS to spread again [v RESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

RESPRING EGINPRRS to spring again [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

RESPROUT EOPRRSTU to sprout again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SANDSPIT ADINPSST small point of land created by sand dunes [n -S] 

SANDSPUR ADNPRSSU sandbur (annual herb) [n -S] 

SESSPOOL ELOOPSSS cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

SIDESPIN DEIINPSS type of spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

SUBSPACE ABCEPSSU subset of mathematical space [n -S] 

SUPERSPY EPPRSSUY superior spy [n -PIES] 

SUSPENSE EENPSSSU state of mental uncertainty or excitement [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

THESPIAN AEHINPST actor or actress [n -S] 

TRESPASS AEPRSSST to enter upon land of another unlawfully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TURNSPIT INPRSTTU one that turns roasting spit [n -S] 

UNHASPED ADEHNPSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNSPHERE EEHNPRSU to remove from sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNSPOILT ILNOPSTU not spoilt (to impair value or quality of) [adj] 

UNSPRUNG GNNPRSUU not sprung (to move upward suddenly and swiftly) [adj] 

UPSPRING GINPPRSU to spring up [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

VESPERAL AEELPRSV covering for altar cloth [n -S] 

VESPIARY AEIPRSVY nest of wasps [n -RIES] 
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WASPIEST AEIPSSTW WASPY, resembling wasp (stinging insect) [adj] 

WASPLIKE AEIKLPSW WASP, stinging insect [adj] 

WHISPERY EHIPRSWY resembling whisper [adj] 

WINGSPAN AGINNPSW distance from tip of one of pair of wings to that of other [n -S] 

WISPIEST EIIPSSTW WISPY, resembling wisp [adj] 

WISPLIKE EIIKLPSW wispy (resembling wisp) [adj] 

ZOOSPERM EMOOPRSZ male fertilizing element of animal [n -S] 

ZOOSPORE EOOOPRSZ type of spore [n -S] 

 

8s end -SP 

TIECLASP ACEILPST  clasp for securing necktie [n -S] 

WOODWASP ADOOPSWW  large wasplike insect [n -S] 

 


